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Canton stock males and a cytological analysis of the salivary chromosomes of her progeny 
revealed the preence of the Pm’ inversion). The px flies were readily accounted for by 
assuming that Pm is indeed associated with the distal end of the inversion (57E-F) and 
that a crossover occurred in the region between px and sit. It is still possible to spec-
ulate that PmIK is allelic to bw but depends upon the inversion for expressivity. In this 
case the crossover just cited could occur, but the px flies could in actuality be px 
PmK with the PmK  not being expressed in the absence of the inversion. However, this is 
highly improbable in light of the fact that considerable cytological analyses of larvae 
have never revealed the 	 presence without also observing PmK  flies in the 
progeny. Also, the PinK  sit sp fly could have Kbeen the result of a crossover in the region 
to the left of the bw locus, in which case Pm could still be allelic to bw. However, 
further genetic and cytological analysis of crossover classes using a px bw sp stock from 
Le Mars, Iowa (#d15, DIS, 1964) has adequately justified the conclusion that PmK  is not 
homologous to the mutants at the bw locus but it represents an analogous mutant, phenotyp-
ically similar to Pm mutants and located somewhere in section 57 of 2R. 

Subsequent genetic analysis involving Pm 1< and a Punch mutant, Pu 2  (Mutants of Drosophila 
Melanogaster; Bridges & Brehme; p  152) kindly supplied to us by Dr. D. Lindsley, has shown 
that PinK and Pu 2  are either allelic or else they have a lethal factor in common. 

Meyer, Helen U. University of Wisconsin, 	 In another attempt to avoid the need for 
Madison. Use of a dominant male sterile 	 virgin females in the F 2  generation of 
factor in second chromosome mutation 	 second chromosome breeding procedures, a 
studies, 	 dominant male sterilizing factor in chro- 

mosome 2 is now utilized. This is a 
modification of a scheme previously de- 

scribed by Abrahamson and Meyer (DIS 40:95, 1965) in which a Minute was used to delay the 
eclosion of the non-wanted class of F. Now, males of this class are made sterile by being 
heterozygous for a dominant male sterile factor. Both schemes are simple to use, and neither 
requires special marker or sterilizing genes in the chromosomes to be tested for mutations. 

The search for such a dominant male sterile factor in chromosome 2 was initiated by 
a suggestion of Dr. H. J. Muller, who also advised that such factor could then be kept in 
stock by balancing it with a dominant female sterile factor. Two mutations of this kind were 
obtained from X-rayed stage 7 oocytes having wild type (Canton-S) second chromosomes. The 
male sterile (Ms) is located close to, and just right of, the en locus. The location of the 
female sterile (Fs) is not known. Neither has any effect on the external phenotype of the 
flies carrying it, except that the males heterozygous for Fs are small, much reduced in 
number and late hatching. 	

D txl 
2 	The stock Ms") used in tis scheme has the composition S Sp Ms bw /dp 	Cy,InsO pr 

en sp and Fs/dp 	Cy,InsO pr en sp. Only the brown-eyed, Ms/Cy females and the non-brown, 
Fs/Cy males are fertile. Since Fs males hatch late, one should transfer this stock not too 
early to fresh culture bottles to keep it going. On the other hand, this shortcoming has the 
advantage that often only virgin females are present during the first few days of hatching. 

In its simplest form, the breeding procedure is as follows: Individual P 1  males are 
crossed to brown, curly virgin females from the "Ms" stock; P 1  parents should be removed. In 
F1  one crosses the non-brown, curly males (a desired number from each P 1  culture) individually 
back to brown, curly females from the "Ms" stock; removal of parents is unnecessary. In F 
one selects the non-brown, curly flies for brother-sister matings; parents may again be left 
in. The F 3  is scored in the usual manner for presence or absence of non-curly homozygotes. 

Should it be necessary to treat P 1  females and not males, and in those cases where it 
is important to utilize all, not only half, of the F 1  males produced by a treated P 1 , one can 
combine this stock with Muller’s method of "criss-crssed lethals" (Muller, H. J. 1953, DIS. 
27:104-105). For this purpose the factors 5, Sp, dp X and Cy are present. The procedure is 
the same as outlined in the above-mentioned note in DIS 40, with the only difference that 
the "Ma" stock is used instead of the "M" stock described there. 


